DUWO: FROM ARMY BARRACKS TO CAMPUS
Delft, 1945 The Second World War had just ended and the Delft Institute of Technology (TH) was
swamped with new ﬁrst-year students and those wanting to pick up their studies where they had
left off before the occupation. But there was an enormous shortage of student accommodation.
The existing student accommodation was still in use by people who had been made homeless by
the bombing of Rotterdam and The Hague during the war.
Some TH professors realised that something had to be done soon and decided to set up the ‘Stichting
tot huisvesting van Studenten der TH’ (‘Foundation for the Housing of Technical University Students’).
This predecessor of today’s DUWO immediately started converting a number of large buildings into
student accommodation. In 1949, with the help of thousands of students, the foundation built its first
student complex in the Netherlands in only six months: Duyvelsgat, located in the middle of a meadow
on the edge of Delft. ‘This is the work of pioneers’ read the headline in the daily newspaper. The complex
was built using materials transported from former army barracks in Friesland. The 200 students living
there had facilities were luxurious for that time: central heating, telephones, showers, and – oh yes! – a
housekeeper. The caretaker kept goats, chickens, and rabbits. Duyvelsgat was so unique that it was even
visited by the queen twice!.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PROVIDER BEFORE THE TERM EVEN EXISTED
This is how it all started. But with the building of the first proper student flats in the Netherlands
(Oudraadweg in 1958) and the then-largest student flat building in the country (Krakeelhof in 1968 with
600 rooms), the foundation based in Deft rapidly grew to become a student accommodation provider
before the term even existed. Today the foundation – now called DUWO – immediately brings to mind
student accommodation. Around 33,000 units of all types and sizes are available for students in and
around Amsterdam, The Hague, Delft, Leiden, Wageningen, and Deventer. Most are located in large,
modern student complexes on lively campuses, although there are also many rooms in traditional student
buildings in town centres.
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INTERNATIONALISATION
In all those student houses and complexes, we have helped hundreds of thousands of students put a roof
over their heads in the more than seventy years of our existence. International students started arriving
in the 1980s. This began in Delft with a unique complex for this target group (Sebastiaans Hostel in
1991), the very first in the country. Since then, internationalisation in higher education has really grown.
Nowadays there is accommodation for international students in all DUWO cities. This includes units that
are furnished, including carpets and curtains, and have a kitchen area (around 8,000 units), as well as to a
lesser extent spaces in ‘normal’ student complexes (for full-time students).

MAIN PRINCIPLE: AFFORDABILITY
Throughout our existence there has been a single principle that we always adhere to: the affordability of
rents. Books or beer? Borrowing more? Dipping into the savings account again? Only going out again after
the 24th… Most students are familiar with this. Even so, all of these seem a bit more manageable if the
rent for your room is affordable. At DUWO we ensure that the rents do not exceed a specific amount. But
everything has its price: a brand new self-contained unit is more expensive than a room in a student flat
dating from 1966. You can also apply for housing benefits for self-contained units. Because every little bit
counts, we try to arrange discounts for the shared services whenever possible.

WHO WORKS AT DUWO?
A lot of people. There are 172 people working with our student accommodation. Our support departments
include ICT and Finance, then there’s the Property department that conceives and supports planning
(including new buildings), the department that deals with rents and answers queries, and the Operations
department with the technical people who carry out maintenance. And of course we can’t forget the
policymakers. The DUWO people that students are most likely to come across are the building managers
and the technical and social managers who are often available on site.

COOPERATION!
With every aspect of what it does, DUWO always seeks cooperation with partners: tenants, educational
institutions, government departments, student organisations, fellow corporations, and property developers.
Some of the partners can influence policy by way of the Student Accommodation Advisory Council that
was set up in 2005, and tenants can do the same through their own tenant organisations. Performance
agreements are made with government departments and educational institutions and projects are
executed with a wide range of partners. DUWO is always open for increased cooperation in new areas,
even outside it own areas of operation.

WHAT ARE WE DOING IT ALL FOR?
This is the central question. As far as we are concerned: we want to help make your period at university
the best time of your life by offering quality, affordable accommodation with the right facilities. On a
much smaller scale we also do it for the little notes we find inside the envelopes containing the keys that
are handed back: “Dear DUWO, thank you so much for giving me a place to live during my first year in
Amsterdam. I made so many memories here, thanks to you.”

